The frequency dependence of evoked and postsynaptic potentials in the somatosensory cortex of the cat.
Intracellular records were made from neurones of the somatosensory cortex of cats, during stimulation of the ventrobasal complex of the thalamus. The aim of the experiments was to detect correlations between frequency dependence of surface evoked potentials and that of unit discharges. The amplitude of the surface evoked potential showed a strong diminution when the frequency of the thalamic stimulation was raised from 1 cps to 15 cps. In spite of this, frequency dependence in amplitude of unit discharges was never seen. As regards their frequency of occurrence the unit responses (full spikes, dendritic, postsynaptic potentials) behaved differently: a part of them showed increasing, another part gave decreasing occurrence, and the remaining portion did not change it. The authors conclude that temporal dispersion fails to give account for the frequency dependence, therefore further possibilities have to be examined.